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A cheeky but important review of what 

to avoid and do for success. 

No donkeys or humans were harmed in 
compiling  this series 





No. 1  Profile Summary – Written in 3rd Person

 DON'T write your profile summary in the 3rd person. 

 It sounds pompous, disconnected and arrogant - albeit you may come across as a bit of a jacka......s (sorry to be so 

blunt)    Unless you are super famous, a cracking politician (even then perhaps no) always write in the 1st person.

 The 1st person style is more personable, engaging connected and inviting. Whereas the 3rd person style generally 

sounds and feels pretentious, ego driven and aloof.

 The notion that 3rd person profiles are more professional, holds more gravitas and impact is unfounded. It mostly 

creates a disquiet of distrust via the delivery syntax and self importance tone.

 There are clever ways to powerfully & elegantly position a personal brand and summary at the most senior of levels 

(CEO, Board directors & high profile speakers) without the 3rd person narrative.

 Keep the 3rd person for speaker and media bios and website pages.

.... Sue Parker hopes you enjoyed this No. 1 Donkey mistake tip  in her series. 

Sue looks forward to bringing you more update…..





No. 2  Headline – Tacky, Minimal, Salesy

Headlines are not the place to be a smart a…s and waffle. 

Caveat are clowns eating fireballs, talk back radio hosts, semi-nude buskers or a snake milker saving the world 😉

But for the rest, a headline that is tacky, salesy & lacks clarity of expertise or value won’t separate the wheat from 

the chaff.    The headline is a search link to your profile. It also interfaces with Google and other search engines. And 

Boolean searches on LI & search in Navigator narrow down keywords which you will want to be found for.

With 120 characters each word must really count! A good sharp & shiny description of your expertise, profession, 

market & value is crucial.   The Mobile App (iOS) allows 220 characters, but it just looks too cluttered..

✔️ Be direct, clear, relevant  ✔️ Focus keywords then add power phrases  ✔️ Use the Banner for creativity 

DON'T

 Add URLs or mobiles - against the LI User Agreement & looks tacky

 Add metrics & $$ ie no of connections & recommendations,$$ sales

 Stuff with buzz words, waffle & puffery

 Emoji’s - a couple are fine but don’t go crazy

 Have only your title & company - add extra information.  





No. 3  No Visual Appeal – Photos & Banner

Images convey a thousand words as we are visual beasts (excuse the pun).  A great photograph and inspiring 

banner are vital. Both encourage curiosity, build personal brand trust & business value positioning.  If you are 

serious about LinkedIn for success you must have a photo & banner that steps up and & out of the paddock.

Photo
 You cannot trust who you cannot see so have a clear close up photo always.

 No sunglasses, glamour pics, holidays, dated snaps, animals, caricatures, extra people

 Logos/images are against the User Agreement and compromise professional perception

 Be the best version of YOU - style, brand, personality

 How you would generally present in business is the guide : photo should meet reality

 Make sure photo visibility settings are PUBLIC

Banner
 This is your personal cinema billboard for the WOW factor.

 Don’t leave blank or have a nothing (ie sea, mountain type unrelated and boring banner)

 Use a great graphic designer or Canva is great also.
 Use space  for taglines, logos, USP, images  website colours - go crazy with creativity that is ON BRAND
 Change it around when you need to promote a workshop, launch, book etc - be flexible to marketing intent. 





No. 4  Name Fields - Misuse & Stunts

Positioning expert authority and brand value with impact on LinkedIn is critical.  But adding extra information or 

symbols (apart from suffixes, titles & certifications) in Name Fields is not condoned by LI and looks messy and 

disparate. The name field is NOT the place to add symbols, branding or tagline statements.

The reason there are set policies and guidelines for what is permitted in each Field is to align and ensure a great 

User Experience (UX) on the platform.

Imagine how messy the whole platform would look without any conformity of where information is found and the 

appropriate fields?   It would be like 100 donkeys in a paddock built for 10.   

6 key reasons NOT to add extra information or symbols:

 Impacts name search functionality

 Against LinkedIn User Agreement and policy outlines

 Risks profile suspension (esp with URL & mobiles)

 Looks desperate / tacky

 Undermines the professionalism of the platform

 Compromises UX (esp cluttered in the News Feed)

Suffix/Prefix/Titles  - Dr. Prof. in First Name field allowed.   Certifications/Suffix - allowed but be mindful





No. 5  Profile – Tone, Clarity. Contact

If your profile sounds and looks like one of the below donkey responses then action is needed:

1. Switzerland - full of clichés, dull, nothing special    2. Ostrich - head in sand, no summary, minimal information

3. Trump - tacky, hyperbole, self-aggrandizing

Profiles should inform, impress & inspire action. Great ones communicate Who, What, Where, & Why with 

crystal clarity and a tone that builds trust. A few key tips:

 Business solutions, personal branding & USPs are best woven throughout with d  relevance & an easy flow

 Kick start with the problems you solve, your value, & mission

 Leave out childhood & trauma narratives (unless relevant to now)

 NO boring clichés - ie: unless you are a fillet of meat you are not 'seasoned'. Grab a Thesaurus!

 Share the SIZZLE (benefits) & SAUSAGE (methods)

 Show don’t state! Give context to your why & how. What makes you different?

 Don’t cram. Have paragraph breaks, white space & section symbols to draw the eye.

 Use your general tone & voice. Be inspirational & consistent to your communication style.

 Contact Details: Ensure the Contact section is current : URL, Mobile, Email?  Make it easy to be contacted.





No. 6 Connecting – Lazy, Spray & Pray, Apps

Do you invite people to a party and ignore them? Or open your home to every Tom, Dick & Mary in the suburb? So 

why spray & pray connection requests without thought or value?   There are many ‘how to send invitations’ articles. 

But they don't seem to penetrate paddocks of laziness, ignorance or arrogance.

 Don’t be lazy. Give thought and raise the bar.  This is not Tinder and swipe and hope.  Be strategic

 Don’t be fooled by the belief that you must have a HUGE network. Based on your brand, industry & business 

strategy this may be true. But it may not be.

 Don’t assume that people with HUGE networks are leaders in their field. Rhetoric doesn't always equal reality.

 Don’t use 3rd party automation plug in apps. It’s against the User Agreement. You risk suspension. 

 People are fed up receiving invitations that are automated, tick & flick without any personalised or clear 

relevance.

 Be honest why you want to connect. And if there is not a great reason don’t press that connect button.

 NO boring clichés ie: we have people in common, I'm expanding my network blah blah.

 Demonstrate you have cared and taken interest in their profile  





No. 7 Bad Manners

Manners is like a healthy diet - it’s the most days that matter not occasional lapses. We are all human. Time and 

other issues can catch us out. Good manners build trust and brand equity. Bad ones erode as people observe you 

directly &/or lurk behind the screen.

 Invitation Requests - Personalise and show interest

 Accepting Invitations- Send a quick thank you note at the very least

 Comments:  Respond to engagement on your posts.  People have taken the time to engage don’t ignore them.

 Private Messages:  Respond to messages from your connections once read. Don't be lazy with a thumbs up or 

auto response. If you don’t want to hear from someone why are they connections? Be polite and say no thanks.

 No SPAM instant pitch messages - Says it all.  ASK for permission. Check interest levels first.

 Network introductions -Show appreciation when an introduction is made. It’s a great way to also build brand 

equity by introducing your networks.

 Attribution & Tagging - When sharing content always attribute & tag the author. Add why you are sharing it.

 No Plagiarism - Enough said  

 Gratitude - Thank people in PM for their online support Likes etc





No. 8 Content & Videos – Value, Brags, Quality

It’s noisy in the paddock. Impact is the name of the game with big variances on how people prefer to consume 

content. So a rounded strategy of posts, articles, videos, audio & PDF docs is vital.  Content should add value, 

educate, entertain. Aim for 75% on your subject matter space & industry issues.

Videos
 Just because you can take a video on your mobile at the drop of a donkey hat & upload doesn’t mean you 

should. 70% shouldn’t see the light of day. Don’t follow like sheep believing that video is the only way to succeed

 Videos are great if done well with strategy. No vacuous 'me' fluff, lazy car videos, sunglasses, seat belts,

driving, noisy walking, windy spots, out of bed hair, I just wanted to share my thoughts etc.

Posts/Articles
 Quality over Quantity. Be unique. Give value & thought to helping and educating.

 Keep personal stuff to a minimum or tie to a business message.

 80% topic value & education, 20% promotion is a good mix.

 Tip: PDF doc uploads are getting great traction- use it

 Humblebrags are boring & look disingenuous ie I'm so humbled - I was privileged - It was an honour blah. 

Share success and situations with facts with powerful narrative.

 Excessive back patting how awesome people are – ditto.   Show off ‘Im here’ posts without value- ditto





No. 9 Tagging & Hashtags – Going Overboard

It’s donkey overboard with excessive tagging & hashtag stuffing. Both tools are brilliant but in professional 

moderation. Going crazy can damage future reach, looks desperate & without strategic thought.

Tagging
 Excessively tagging people (whether inside the post which takes up the 1300 character limit OR in comments) 

is not a great idea.

 Tag a few relevant people as appropriate (who you know will appreciate it).

 If a tagged member doesn't respond, the algorithms seem to be picking the patterns. This can intuitively limit 

future reach & views.

 Share the post via DM instead. Tagging on a post takes the exact same time as a direct Share does.

 It's embarrassing if you are tagged & don’t wish to engage. Be mindful.

 Don't tag LI behemoths (Branson, Oleg etc). They don't respond on their own content. ONLY tag a key figure 

aligned to the post.

Hashtags
 Great to discover & flag content easily. A fabulous addition since 2018

 Be consistent to your brand topic and message

 NO more than 6 -7 hashtags per post generally

 Check trends, common terms, LI suggestions

 Create your own personalised company hashtag (great to build followers and track content)





No. 10 Balance & Channel Mixing

 LinkedIn deserves a major place at the marketing & social media table. But in an ever evolving digital & media 

landscape relying on it 100% isn't advised. A strategic mix of bought, earned & owned assets is key for 

marketing balance.

 Social selling is essential to grab a slice of your market. But unless your market is on LI regularly you must 

utilise other channels to reach them.

 Email campaigns, Google. PR, news, publications, associations, traditional media, direct mail can be very 

successful as part of a rounded marketing & sales mix.

 A great website is critical as you OWN it. Don’t believe you can just get away with a LinkedIn presence.

 Re-purpose your content from LinkedIn to your website and other media & marketing channels

 Email prospects that don’t use LI frequently. No point sending a connection request that sits unopened for 

weeks.

 Try handwritten snail mail to add to the mix - it works!

 And for wellness and life-work balance, let's be honest. LI can become very addictive with the hook of 

engagement, vanity appeal, FOMO becoming unhealthy. Family & friends may appreciate less reliance too.



Hope you have enjoyed the Donkey Series.  The aim was to encourage action by taking a 

different cheeky look at the common mistakes and pitfalls that can compromise success 

If you would like to know more about using LinkedIn effectively do get in touch 

Sue Parker, DARE Group Australia 
0416 385 779 – 03 9894 0269

www.daregroupaustralia.com.au


